Summit - Network for cultural education products and export
Origin: Summit network project (ESF), 2013

Aims of Summit 2013

• Create a network for Summit process and future cooperation in R&D
• Recognise and use RDI project outputs as material for productisation
• Create new services and educational products (for export)
• Find co-operative ways to produce cultural services and education products and study their export potential
Outputs of Summit 2013

Product examples
• Applied arts workshops and educational packages for various target groups
• “Electronic Personal Trainer” service package for marketing in social media
• Care music education for freelance musicians
• Web platform for connecting students with working life via thesis projects and direct recruiting

Other outputs
• Cross border cooperation between the fields of art and media, ICT in learning and continuing education
• New international co-operation project ideas: please join us!
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Are you interested in finding commercial value in RDI project outputs?

What about writing it in joint project application from your point of view?

Join the Summit team!

TUAS is collecting partners for international continuation project

Contact: Kaisa Lehto, RDI Coordinator, TUAS/ kaisa.lehto@turkuamk.fi